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Peer feedback during design reviews in engineering design courses can be limited in its effectiveness due to time limitations

to solicit and respond to feedback and to self-censorship of comments. These actors tend to be prevalent in the traditional

question and answer period following most in-class design reviews. The net effect is a reduced quantity of feedback on

which the designers may take action. Prior work has shown a significant increase in the quantity of feedback offered in

writing compared to that offered in a traditional question and answer (oral Q&A) format. The focus of this research is to

investigate the ability of the instructors to manipulate the quantity of feedback offered by students during a design review

by manipulating the expected number of comments during a design review. The quality of the feedback as a result of this

manipulation is also evaluated by the design teams in terms of comment importance, professional tone of the comment,

comment originality, and ease of use of the comment. The authorsmanipulated the expected number of comments upward

from 2 to 4 across 3 sections of an introduction to design course over three design review exercises. The number of

comments closely matched the number that students were told would be expected. The quality of the comments did not

substantially differ across the sections, implying a greater quantity of comments can be obtained at negligible expense of

quality by setting a higher expectation on the quantity of comments.
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1. Background

Interactive education requires the participation of

students. Frequently, students in courses structured

around project-based learning activities will be
asked to engage in a feedback process for other

students in the classroom setting with the goals of

student reviewers learning to identify and commu-

nicate their observations and the students who are

reviewed learning to receive and evaluate the feed-

back on their process and project. Providing and

receiving feedback as a peer is a critical part of the

design process. It has been observed that providing
feedback can help facilitate student learning as it

influences the quality of the peer reviewer’s design

artifact and presentation. Students are better able to

apply feedback after having given feedback [1]. A

greater quantity of peer reviewer comments pro-

vides a greater opportunity for improvement, or, in

the case of repeated comments, provides reinforce-

ment of the observed strengths or opportunities [2–
4].Many problem-based engineering design courses

employ some version of a peer design review during

student design exercises [5]. The goal of a classroom

design review exercise for an engineering design

course is to generate actionable feedback for the

designers (presenters) as well as educate the

reviewers on how to identify and share strengths

and opportunities in the design process, resulting
artifact and design review presentation [6–8].

Ideally, this peer feedback design review process

would be objective. Ideal feedback is actionable; the

ability of presenters to receive such feedback would

be divorced from bias toward either the review

process or resulting artifact. Feedback typically
involves a presentation by the designers followed

by a question and answer period by reviewers. The

quantity of feedback offered by student reviewers in

a design review of their classmates may be limited.

This is due in part to the limited time available to

provide feedback following a presentation but is

also inhibited by the structure of many design

reviews and the perceived social cost of offering
comments. Often design reviews of student projects

are scheduled such that they are temporally close

meaning that a team that is being reviewedwill soon

transition to the role of reviewers. It may be that

students are reticent to offer a candid review of a

team in the presence of the instructor immediately

prior to undergoing that review by their classmates

[9]. It may be believed that critical comments would
be perceived as hostile to the presenter’s grades

rather than helpful to development of their design

skills and would be reciprocated during their own

review [10]. Moreover, the social costs of perceived

hostility will have ramifications outside of the class-

room for students involved in the same course of

study who are likely to study, live, socialize, and eat

together and will be part of the same cohort even
after graduation [11]. This is to say that in-class
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criticism may have a cost that is believed by the

reviewer to be much higher than any benefit to the

design team. This limits the openness, quantity, and

usefulness of the feedback the designers receive

from their peers.

Additional factors that may affect peer feedback
include gender of the reviewer, the student’s learn-

ing style and anonymity of the review process [12–

14]. Written feedback is demonstrated to mitigate

some of the aforementioned effects and in doing so,

increase the quality of feedback,making it a suitable

alternative to traditional Q&A that suits the needs

of this study [5]. It has been reported that online

assessment is an effective way of acquiring written
feedback, specifically learning-oriented peer feed-

back [15]. In online assessments, high quality

prompts that guide the reviewer followed by the

reviewer’s high quality observations can increase

the reflection levels of the presenter [16]. Online

assessment can also effectively provide anonymity

to reviewers.

Increasing quantity and quality of feedback may
be presumed to be competitive as it could be

assumed that a reviewer who can provide only a

single piece of feedback would provide the most

compelling comment or question while a reviewer

providing two comments would add as the second

comment the next most important comment. Thus,

the average importance or impact of comments

might be predicted to decline with increasing quan-
tity. However, reviewers are not likely to mentally

rank and categorize their feedback across the many

ways each comment could be useful. Therefore, it is

possible that many comments could be almost

equally helpful or helpful in different ways. Estab-

lishing expectations regarding feedback quantity

from each reviewer is one way that the amount of

feedback may be increased. Understanding if this
increases quantity and if that is at the expense of

average quality is the focus of this study.

The quantity of feedback is important for getting

a wide variety of feedback responses and ideas. This

study investigates the impact of manipulating the

number of comments a reviewer provides through

establishing and sharing an average comment quan-

tity per reviewer and by displaying a different
number of feedback response boxes on the online

forms used to provide comments in a design review.

Manipulation of student outcomes through

establishing expectations has been investigated.

Instructor’s expectations can, in some cases, influ-

ence student growth. One investigation quantifies

the degree to which teacher expectations influenced

student growth was conducted by Rosenthal and
Jacobsen [17]. Unarticulated teacher expectations

may alter teacher investment in individual students

or may raise the expectation of students themselves

to perform at a higher level. In this study, clear

expectations of satisfactory performance in terms of

quantitative output were articulated to the student

reviewers such that their performance with respect

to the average could be measured. Left variable was

the quality of the feedback as perceived by those
students reviewed.

2. Study

Improvements with respect to quantity and quality

of feedback have been observed when feedback is

presented in written form rather than in oral ques-

tion and answer sessions immediately following a

design review presentation [5]. This was found to be
true even when controlling for the time allocated to

providing feedback. In this study, the ability of

instructors to manipulate the quantity of feedback

is investigated. It is expected that additional feed-

back from each reviewer will provide new perspec-

tives on areas of a design process, resulting artifact,

or presentation skills or will provide reinforcing

feedback through repeated similar observations by
different reviewers. Thus, the ability to increase the

number of comments per reviewer through instruc-

tormanipulation will benefit the design team receiv-

ing feedback. In contrast, it might be expected that

reviewers prioritize feedback such that the initial

comments are most important and those presented

later are less consequential, less original, less easily

applied, or suffer from poor professional tone. That
is, more comments mean a lower average quality of

comment.

This study examines the ability of instructors to

manipulate the quantity of feedback provided by

student peer reviewers during a classroom based

design review exercise. The variation in quality of

feedback as a result of the difference in quantity is

also evaluated.
The null hypotheses for this study are:

1. There will be no difference in the quantity

(average number) of comments for each
reviewer for each level of manipulation in the

expected quantity of feedback.

2. The average quality of feedback asmeasured by

the designers across the parameters of impor-

tance, uniqueness, ease of use, and professional

tone will be statistically the same for all manip-

ulation levels in quantity.

3. Method

3.1 Study setting and structure

This study was set at Harvey Mudd College, an all

undergraduate liberal arts college. It takes place in

an Engineering 004: Introduction to Engineering
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Design andManufacturing, an introductory, multi-

disciplinary, undergraduate level design course

composed of three separate sections, each with

different professors but similar teaching structures.

Each of the sections consisted of approximately 22

students. Every year, a preliminary design project
(PDP) is assigned as a part of this project-based

learning course and students in teams of three or

four must follow a conceptual design process and

present prototype progress in class. All sections held

a design review lecture in which students presented

their unfinished prototype to receive suggestions for

improvement from the rest of the section using

online written feedback forms. All sections also
completed a final design review presentation to

describe the process, artifact, and to characterize

the performance of their project. A major design

project (MDP) is completed by all students working

on teams of 3 or 4 with different members than the

PDP. The MDP projects differ between each team.

Students presented a mid-point design review for

theMDP in similar fashion to that competed for the
PDP. Student feedback for all design reviews was

solicited using an online form. For each design

review, design teams had nine minutes to present

theirwork and student reviewers had twominutes to

enter their feedback using the online form.

Students provided feedback on the other five

teams in their section and received and evaluated

the feedback provided for their team.All students in
each section completed tasks, presented, and

received feedback in like manner. The only altered

variable between sections was the number of com-

ments students believed was the average number of

actionable pieces of feedback per reviewer and the

quantity of spaces immediately shown to them for

comments in anonline form.Each sectionwas told a

different number for the expected value and had a
number of comment boxes shown on the screen

equivalent to that number plus one. All students

were given the option to add additional boxes in

order to give additional comments (up to ten com-

ments). Section 1was given 3 boxes and told that the

average number of comments per person per pre-

senting team was 2, section 2 was given 4 boxes and

was told that the average number of comments per
person per presenting teamwas 3, and section 3 was

given 5 boxes and was told that the average number

of comments per person per presenting team was 4.

All text boxes could be left empty. Each form asked

a student to adopt a perspective that was to be used

during the commenting process of a given team. The

perspectives (positive, balanced, and critical) were

distributed 2
5
positive, 1

5
balanced, and 2

5
critical in all

sections, so is not considered as a variable between

sections and does not impact the results of this

study. A sample prompt given to a team member

for a presentation review in order to provide feed-

back is shown below.

Be sure that you are Section 2, Team 4 to use this

form.

Feedback during a design process is a critical tool

to improve the outcome of the process, the design

artifact, as well as the design process itself. The

feedback process benefits the presenting team as

well as the individual reviewers. Your feedback

will be important to help the team improve both

their design artifact and the design process they
apply to this and future projects. Providing feed-

backwill help you to develop the skills of identify-

ing issues with a design process or artifact and

communicating them to the presenting team.

Please enter one piece of feedback—Comment or

Question—in a new entry box. Please provide a
sufficient quantity of actionable feedback for

each team you review. The average number of

actionable, independent responses for a design

presentation is 3 from each reviewer per presenta-

tion.

When providing feedback in a design review you
will need to consider the information provided

from different perspectives. Oneway of regarding

the perspectives of a reviewer is the six ‘‘thinking

hats’’ described by de Bono. These hats describe

the way a presentation or review may be

approached by those reviewing it. To develop

skills across a set of thinking perspectives, you

are asked to view presentations and to provide
feedback with some of these different perspec-

tives. Please pay attention to the perspective you

are requested to consider for each review as it will

change for the presenting teams.

Your feedback will be evaluated with respect to

quantity and requested perspective. Please be sure
to understand the perspective for each team you

are reviewing and to enter each comment or

question in a new field.

Comments on Team 1 presentation

Please adopt a [positive/balanced/critical] feed-

back perspective for this review. As a reviewer
applying this perspective, you will try to identify

[strengths/both strengths and flaws or shortcom-

ings/flaws or shortcomings] in the design artifact

or design process of the presenting team. The

team is likely to have missed these [areas of

strength/areas/errors or omissions] and the [posi-

tive/balanced/critical] feedback perspective

review will indicate what [should be continued
to maintain /should be continued and must be

done better to continue to improve/must be done

better to continue to improve] the outcome of this

specific design and to improve the design process
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in the future. You should include all observations

in your comments, but should try to capture all

[strengths/strengths and flaws/flaws] in the pro-

cess.

Prior to completing the form, students were asked

what the average number of actionable responses
for a design presentation such as the one they are

reviewing is to check for comprehension of the

instructions. For each comment, student reviewers

were asked to identify the primary topic of the

comment (presentation, design process, design arti-

fact, or other) and to rate their comment on a five-

star scale of importance judged at their own discre-

tion. All sections were given the same amount of
time to present their work (9 minutes) and sections

were grouped by course section (randomly assigned

by the registrar). Data from this study comes from

the feedback from the PDP design review, the PDP

final presentation, and the MDP design review.

Design teams received their feedbackwithin a day

of presenting. Each student on a design team

evaluated every piece of feedback with respect to
comment importance, comment originality, ease of

use of the comment, and comment professional

tone. Comments were evaluated on a 5–point

Likert scale (1—Strongly Disagree, 2—Disagree,

3—Neutral, 4—Agree, 5—Strongly Agree).

The study controlled factors that might lead to

improved feedback from students while attempting

to hold constant the class time used for the design
presentation. Thus, differences in feedback are not

attributable to (1) The total class time spent on

presentations and feedback, (2) The degree to

which the instructors encouraged feedback and

the specificity of feedback requested, (3) The

means by which students recorded and submitted

their feedback, (4) The means by which the student

teams presented their design reviews, and (5) The
method of interaction between teams and reviewers

to discuss feedback. Additionally, oral comments

and questions were not permitted from faculty or

students following the design reviews to prevent

reviewers becoming biased toward a comment

from an oral reviewer.

3.2 Metrics used

Feedback was measured in multiple ways. Impor-

tantmetrics used to investigate the effect of included

the quantity of comments, the ease of use of the

comments as perceived by the presenter, the profes-

sional tone of the comments as perceived by the
presenter, the originality of the comments as per-

ceived by the presenter, and the importance of the

comments as perceived by the presenter. The quan-

tity of comments is determined through a summa-

tion of all comments in a given section. The number

of comments per reviewer divides the total number

of comments by the total number of reviewers.

Quality of comments in each category are evaluated

using 5 point Likert scale with the following

prompt:

Feedback Evaluation

Some feedback is more useful than other feed-

back. To help you receive feedback you will need

to individually and without consulting with your

team rate each comment on four scales: ease of

use, tone, originality, and importance. After this
you will need to identify (but not rank) the three

best and worst comments. For purposes of this

evaluation, please apply the following criteria for

evaluation:

1. Ease of use: Is this comment easy to apply to

the design you are generating or to improving

your future design process?

2. Tone: How well does this comment convey a
professional tone?

3. Originality: How frequently do you see simi-

lar comments to this one?

4. Importance: How important is applying this

comment to the success of your project?

4. Results

4.1 Comment quantity

Student reviewers were manipulated in terms of the

number of pieces of average feedback expected

during a written design review. Each section was

told that a different number of comments was the

average number for a student reviewer to submit.

Specifically, section 1 was told that 2 comments

were average, section 2 was told that 3 comments
were the average, and section 3 was told that 4

comments were average. In addition, each section

had an online submission form that showed one

more text entry box that nth average number of

comments reported to them. All sections were able

to enter more comments by selecting an ‘‘add more

comments’’ button at the end of the last text entry

box. A graph showing the quantity of feedback
collected for the design review of Preliminary

Design Project, the final presentation of the Pre-

liminary Design Project, and the design review of

the Major Design Project is given in Fig. 1.

The average number of comments per student

reviewer was 2.24 in Section 1, 3.19 in Section 2, and

4.0 in Section 3 during the PDP first design review.

The average number of comments per student
reviewer was 2.34 in Section 1, 3.33 in Section 2,

and 4.4 in Section 3 during the PDP final design

review. The average number of comments per

student reviewer was 2.22 in Section 1, 3.17 in

Section 2, and 4.09 in Section 3 during the MDP
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first design review. The difference in quantity of

feedback is statistically significant between sections

for each trial of the experiment (p < 0.0001). It is

noteworthy that within each test, the data fits a

linear trend with a high degree of fit (R 2 > 0.998 on

all cases).

4.2 Designer rating of comment quality

There are many ways to evaluate the quality of

comments received during feedback. This study

required each member of a design team receiving
feedback to evaluate each comment received across

four topics. Each design student rated each piece of

feedback with respect to ease of use, professional

tone, importance, and originality.

4.2.1 Ease of use of comments

To characterize the ease of use of comments, each

design student was prompted with this question for

each comment received: Is this comment easy to

apply to the design you are generating or to improv-

ing your future design process? Answers were

recorded on a 5-point scale: ‘‘This comment was

[not/ somewhat/ moderately/ significantly/ excep-

tionally] easy to use.’’ Fig. 2 shows the resulting
ease of use of comments across all sections for each

of the three trials of the study.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 how the ease-of-use scores

vary between sections for the manipulation of the

expected number of pieces of feedback. For the

Preliminary Design Project Design Review, the
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Fig. 1. Feedback Quantity by Section. Average number of comments per reviewer for each
section. As part of the study manipulation, each section was told a different number of
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told 3 comments, andSection 3was told 4 commentswere typical. In fact, the average number
was closer to 3 (average of 3.42 comments for written feedback in prior study).

Fig. 2. Average Ease of Use of Comments Received. Each design student rated each
comment they received on its ease of use. The resulting average scores by section are shown.



differences between sections are not statistically

significant (section 1–2, p = 0.95, section 2–3, p =

0.41, section 1–3, p = 0.44). For the Preliminary

Design Project Final Presentation, the differences
between sections are statistically significant between

sections 1 and 2 (p = 0.0234) and sections 2 and 3

(p = 0.0065), but not between sections 1 and 3 (p =

0.7126). For the Major Design Project Design

Review, the differences between sections are statis-

tically significant between sections 1 and 2 (p =

0.0023) and sections 1 and 3 (p = 0.0565), but not

between sections 2 and 3 (p = 0.2469).

4.2.2 Professional tone of comments

To characterize the professional tone of comments,

each design student was prompted with this ques-
tion for each comment received: How well does this

comment convey a professional tone? Answers were

collected on a 5-point scale: ‘‘This tone is [not/

somewhat/ moderately/ significantly/ exceptionally]

professional.’’ Fig. 3 shows the average professional

tone score of comments across all sections for each

of the three trials of the study.

It can be seen in Fig. 3 how the professional tone
scores vary between sections for themanipulation of

the expected number of pieces of feedback. For the

Preliminary Design Project Design Review, the

differences between sections 1 and 2 are statistically

significant (p = 0.0191) but are not statistically

significant between sections 2 and 3 (p = 0.3690)

or between sections 1 and 3 (p = 0.2009). For the

Preliminary Design Project Final Presentation, the
differences between sections are statistically signifi-

cant between sections 1 and 2 (p < 0.0001) and

sections 2 and 3 (p = 0.0007), but not between

sections 1 and 3 (p = 0.1738). For the Major

Design Project Design Review, the differences

between sections are statistically significant between

sections 1 and 2 (p = 0.0012) and sections 1 and 3

(p = 0.0527), and between sections 2 and 3 (p =
0.0526).

4.2.3 Originality of comments

To characterize the originality of comments, each

design student was prompted with this question for

each comment received: How frequently do you see
similar comments to this one? Answers were

recorded on a 5-point scale: ‘‘This tone is [very

common/ common/ is neither common nor uncom-

mon/ is uncommon/ is unique].’’ Fig. 4 shows the

average originality score of comments across all

sections for each of the three trials of the study.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 how the originality scores

vary between sections for the manipulation of the
expected number of pieces of feedback. For the

Preliminary Design Project Design Review, the

differences are statistically significant between sec-

tions 2 and 3 (p = 0.0563) but not between sections 1

and 2 (p = 0.3324) or between sections 1 and 3 (p =

0.5635). For the Preliminary Design Project Final

Presentation, the differences are statistically signifi-

cant between sections 1 and 2 (p = 0.0042) and
between sections 2 and 3 (p = 0.0185) but are not

statistically significant between sections 1 and 3 (p =

0.2698). For the Major Design Project Design

Review, the differences between sections are statis-

tically significant between sections 1 and 3 (p =

0.0160) but not between sections 1 and 2 (p =

0.2441) or between sections 2 and 3 (p = 0.1200).

4.2.4 Importance of comments

To characterize the importance of comments, each
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design student was prompted with this question for
each comment received: How important is applying

this comment to the success of your project?

Answers were recorded on a 5-point scale: This

comment is [not/ somewhat/ moderately/ signifi-

cantly/ exceptionally] important.’’

It can be seen in Fig. 5 how the importance scores

vary between sections for the manipulation of the

expected number of pieces of feedback. For the
Preliminary Design Project Design Review, the

differences are statistically significant between sec-

tions 2 and 3 (p = 0.0494) but not between sections 1

and 2 (p = 0.6045) or between sections 1 and 3 (p =

0.1417). For the Preliminary Design Project Final

Presentation, the differences are statistically signifi-

cant between all sections: 1 and 2 (p = 0.0001), 2 and

3 (p = 0.0258), and 1 and 3 (p = 0.0263). For the
Major Design Project Design Review, the differ-

ences between sections are not statistically signifi-

cant between sections 1 and 2 (p = 0.2317), between
sections 2 and 3 (p = 0.1487), or between sections 2

and 3 (p = 0.8564).

5. Discussion

5.1 Comment quantity

The manipulation applied to the quantity of

expected comments applied in this study consisted

of two parts. First, an expected number of com-

ments from each reviewer was established. Second,

the number of text boxes immediately available for

reviewers was equal to onemore than the number of

expected comment. Section 1 was told the average
number of comments per reviewer is two and was

provided three text boxes on their initial review

page. Section 2 was told the average number of

comments per reviewer is three and provided four

text boxes on their initial review page. Section 3 was
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told the average number of responses per reviewer is

four and was provided five text boxes on their initial

review page. Every section was given the option to

add more comments through a question at the end

of the page. All text boxes were optional, meaning

no feedback was required to complete the form. In
similar prior studies, the expected number ofwritten

comments per review was 3.42.

Manipulation of the number of comments was

statistically significant between all sections and was

repeatable with different design reviews and for

different projects as shown in Fig. 1. This manipula-

tion is effective in increasing or decreasing the

number of comments compared to those provided
in an un-manipulated prior study. Because time to

respond was controlled across all sections, the

number of comments does not reflect an increase

in the time available to reviewers and no additional

motivation or encouragement was given for the

different sections.

In the event where the number of comments is

decreased compared to the typical expected (as for
sections 1 and 2), the quantity closely tracks the

stated value. That is, on average each reviewer

provided slightly more—about 0.2 comments

more—than the expected number of comments.

Given that each reviewer gives feedback on five

teams in a section, 0.2 more comments per review

equates to 1 extra comment per reviewer per section,

on average. For sections 1 and 2, the number of
comments submitted per reviewer per team

reviewed was lower than the normal number that

would be expected without the manipulation.

For the case where a higher number of comments

were set as the expectation, section 3, the average

number of comments were on average 0.16 com-

ments greater than the expected number, but this

was driven by ahigher average number of comments
(4.4) in the PDP final presentation combined with

lower response rates in the PDP design review (4.0)

and MDP design review (4.1). It is unclear if the

number of comments is a result of the type of review

or if this is a normal variation in the response rate.

Setting a higher expectation than the previously

observed value resulted in more feedback per

reviewer.
The number of comments made by each reviewer

tracks well with established expectations over the

range studied. In these studies, there was an

impressive linearity between the sections for each

of the different test series. Instructorsmay apply this

finding in their work by setting a higher expectation

for the number of design review comments expected

from student reviewers. The observed linearity
cannot extend indefinitely as the number of com-

ments as the number of comments is finite as is the

time available to generate the comments. Never-

theless, instructors should be aware that their

articulated expectations have significant impact on

the number of comments submitted.

5.2 Comment quality

Though additional comments can be generated as a

result of setting higher expectations, the quality of

the additional comments is an important considera-
tion. If the added comments are of lower quality,

there will be a diminishing return on the increased

expectations. If additional comments are merely

‘filler’ to complete the assignment, the value will

be low. But if the additional comments are of

equivalent quality, then it is reasonable to conclude

that the expectation of higher quantity results in not

justmore comments but also inmore comments that
are useful.

5.2.1 Quality of comments for ease of use

It might be expected that the ease of use of the

comments submitted by reviewers decreases asmore

comments are submitted. That is, one could assume

that reviewers might first submit the most easily

actionable comments and only submit the less easily

applicable comments when those easiest to achieve

have been submitted. Examination of Fig. 2 does
not show a significant trend in terms of the ease of

use for comments submitted by section. That is,

establishing a higher expectation for the number of

comments does not result in a reduced ease of use of

the comments.

With respect to comment ease of use, there appear

to be comments of equivalent quality unarticulated

by reviewers that can be extracted through setting a
higher expectation in quantity. While the observed

ease of use consistency is true for the range of

comment quantity examined in this study, it

cannot be known if this behavior would continue

indefinitely. It may be that harder to apply com-

ments are more frequently submitted with an

increased quantity of submitted comments than

those studied in this experiment. Alternatively,
easy to apply comments may increase with a

higher number of submitted comments than those

studied.

5.2.2 Quality of comments for professional tone

Establishing a higher expectation on the number of

comments from student reviewers might be

expected to result in a sacrifice in terms of the

professional tone of the comments. This could be

expected as a result of a rush to communicate the
increased volume of information creating an atmo-

sphere where brusque comments are submitted, or

the tone is ill-considered. Examination of Fig. 3

indicates that there may be one case—the Major

Design Project—where an increasing number of
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comments correlates with a decreasing professional

tone. However, this trend is observed between the

lowest number of comments (section 1) and the

highest number of comments (section 3) with a

difference of 0.16 on a five point Likert scale.

Though directionally lower in the first two studies
with similar values (PDP design review at 0.12 and

PDP final presentation at 0.11), these differences

were not statistically significant. Moreover, section

2 tends to underperform in all sections in terms of

professional tone, resulting in a lowered score for

the middle number of expected comments. The

results indicate that a decrease of professional

tone is not predictable based on the expected feed-
back quantity.

5.2.3 Quality of comments for originality

It may reasonably be expected that an increasing

quantity of comments will experience an increasing

overlap in content, thus, a reduction in comment

originality. Examination of Fig. 4 may demonstrate

a downward trend in comment originality for one of

the three tests conducted (the MDP decreases by

0.24 from section 1 to section 3). The other two
sections do not show this trend statistically between

the lowest (section 1) and highest (section 3) number

of comments. As observed in Professional tone of

comments, section 2 tends to average below the

other sections in the PDP design review and PDP

final presentation. It is interesting that the average

comment originality remains approximately the

same despite approximately doubling the number
of comments.

5.2.4 Quality of comments for importance

The expectation that reviewerswill provide themost

important comments first is not supported by the

data inFig. 5.While the comment importance varies

between sections, the only test case with a statisti-

cally significant drop between the first and third

sections is the PDP final presentation with a

decrease of 0.16. There is no statistical difference
between sections one and three for the PDP design

review or the MDP design review. While it is

possible that a decrease in importance is observed

with increasing comment quantity, the decrease is

marginal compared to the additional number of

comments.

5.2.5 Quality of comments section differences

It isworth noting that there is an apparent difference

between section 2 and the other two sections for
some of the quality questions (in particular, for

comment tone, and, to a lesser degree, comment

importance). The scores for section 2 tend to be

lower than the other sections while it might reason-

ably be expected that they would fall between the

other extremes. This may be due to the natural

variation between section performance though it

may be due to an uncontrolled factor that is unclear

to the authors.

5.3 Issues of generalizability and thoughts for

educators

5.3.1 Generalizability

The sample size of teams in each section of this study

(6) and the number of students in each section of this

study (n of approximately 22) are not unusual for
design courses, though team and section sizes can

vary with institution. Differences between test con-

ditions were examined for statistical difference

through the use of student t-tests (assuming hetero-

scedastic, two-tailed behavior). The differences

noted as statistically significant are meaningful

due to the amplitude of the difference between the

mean values and include consideration of the stan-
dard deviations of the populations. Though larger

sample sizes are desirable to increase sensitivity to

differences, such populations may not be possible

within the context of this course as it is strongly

desired to maintain a low student to faculty ratio.

Similarly, this study was conducted in an introduc-

tory design course and the differences so noted may

or may not persist in upper division courses or in
other settings of introductory design courses.

Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the differences

are statistically significant and that methods to

increase the sample size, possibly through use of

combining section scores, in future work are of

interest to the authors.

5.3.2 Thoughts for educators

Given the issues presented with respect to general-
izability of these findings, educators may wish to

adapt part, or all of the techniques presented here to

increase fluidity and quality of feedback during peer

reviews in design courses. It is possible, but unstu-

died, if such techniques are applicable beyond

design courses with similar outcome. Application

of the tools used in this study, specifically on-line

survey systems, to capture and analyze the feedback
of reviewers are costly in both time and effort and

may not be necessary to achieve some of the desired

outcomes. The tools used enabled a deeper study of

the feedback from each reviewer to understand

contributions that might otherwise have gone unat-

tributed. There are a number of free online survey

tools that could be modified to solicit feedback in

the method suggested by this study. Though devel-
opment of these tools for a given course would

require substantial effort, this remains an option.

It is the hope of the authors that an easy to use

version of the tools used in this study will eventually

be made available to the education community.
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Nevertheless, index cards (either anonymous or

signed) provided to reviewers will likely increase the

number of comments obtained and manipulation

specifically citing a number of expected comments

might be used to encourage a higher number than

would otherwise be delivered. It is also possible that
other methods may prove effective in soliciting

greater a greater quantity of feedback. The authors

believe it likely that written feedback delivered in

written rather than online form will exceed the

quantity and quality of traditional oral question

and answer feedback.

The authors recognize a risk with anonymized

written feedback is that comments may be included
that could be considered inappropriate or objec-

tionable in phrasing or content. It appears to be the

case that reviewers are comfortable writing anon-

ymized comments that they would never say aloud.

This might be addressed in multiple ways, particu-

larly in the event anonymity has been assured to the

reviewers. Prior to soliciting feedback, the educator

may wish to caution reviewers on phrasing and
appropriateness of comments and may want to

spend time coaching how to give effective feedback.

In the event comments are received that require a

response, the instructor may decide to maintain

anonymity and address ways the comment could

have been better phrased as a class exercise. Of

course, threatening, harassing, or other dangerous

comments should be addressed by the appropriate
parties.

5.4 Future work

It is evident from this work that the number of

comments provided by student reviewers in a design

course can be influenced significantly over the range

examined without compromising overall quality of
comments to a great degree. The limit to this range

of influence without compromising comment qual-

ity should be further explored as well as the factors

which influence it. The expected quantity of com-

ments is clearly a driving factor in such a study.

Additional factors may include the time allotted to

enter comments, the motivation from instructors

for providing feedback including specificity of topic,
and the ability of the course to track and evaluate

feedback by each reviewer.

There was no training provided to student

reviewers in this study with respect to providing

comments that were written in a professional tone,

to generating or reporting comments that were

original, to identifying easy to use comments, and

to identifying important comments. Establishing
interventions to improve the ability of reviewers to

provide better feedback would be of interest for

design reviews. Similarly, interventions aimed at

improving the ability of designers to receive, evalu-

ate, and apply feedback would be of benefit to

design students. For example, it may be possible

to train students to separate message tone and

content to have a more objective evaluation and

application of comments that are not phrased well

but contain helpful information.
As a result of the process appliedhere, the number

of comments has increased dramatically compared

to the more standard oral question and answer

period following a design review.While the increase

in comments is welcome in terms of their utility to

designers, the increase in the number of comments

can make it difficult to process all the content.

Additional information that might provide an
easier examination of the increased quantity of

comments by designers includes an ability to rank

the comments by importance, topic, or originality

prior to review. It would be of interest to develop a

process able to direct designers to the appropriate

comments in order of applicability to their needs.As

a first step, a simple sorting of comments as eval-

uated by the reviewers themselves may help
designers to prioritize their actions.

Separating the effect of the number of boxes and

the stated comment average rather than in combi-

nation to determine whether the number of boxes,

the stated average, or a mixture of the two is really

driving the result is of interest to the authors. It

would also be worthwhile to look into other vari-

ables that could have potentially caused the
decreases in section 2. In a separate project, it

might also be useful to look into what personal

and individual factors influence comment, ease of

use, importance, originality, and tone and what

other factors might significantly influence the per-

ceived comment quality.

Additional factors such as the impact of social

relationships on the feedback process, the role of
gender, the perception of comments due to topic or

perspective, and the perceived degree of anonymity

are worthy of investigation. While these factors are

less easily manipulated than some of those pre-

viously indicated, they could conceivably play a

larger role in the candidness of the feedback.

6. Conclusion

It is possible in design courses to alter the number of

student review comments through manipulation of

the expected number of comments and the initial

number of text boxes available. This manipulation

can increase or decrease the number of comments

provided by the student reviewers to the presenting
design teams. This finding suggests that instructors

should carefully consider the expectations set for

their design reviews in terms of the expected quan-

tity of comments. The instructor expectation com-
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bined with the written medium of review lends itself

to considerable influence over the number of com-

ments a design team will receive.

While statistically significant changes between

sections with different comment quantity were

sometimes observed, and while these changes some-
times resulted in lower quality of comments on

average, the decrease was neither repeatable across

the tests for the three presentations observed (from

PDP design review to PDP final presentation to

MDP design review) nor did the data for the center

case continue the trends in all cases. The authors

believe the differences to be small (on the order of

0.16 points on a Likert scale) compared to the
increase in comment quantity (an average increase

of 1.93 comments per reviewer) almost doubling the

number of comments. As a result, the authors

conclude no significant change in quality of com-

ments as evaluated for professional tone, original-

ity, importance, or ease of use was observed for

increasing or decreasing the expected number of

comments. That is, there is no increase in comment
quality resulting from a lower expectation in com-

ment quantity and there is no decrease in comment

quality resulting from a higher expectation in com-

ment quantity.

This studywas conducted using an online form to

provide feedback which was shared with the pre-

senting design team after the presentation con-

cluded. It may be that the benefits of written
feedback persist with written forms. Additionally,

the benefit of this feedback format may extend to

course outside of engineering design or engineering

where feedback from students is encouraged or

required. The increase in feedback quantity

achieved by enabling (and expecting) feedback

from each reviewer in writing rather than those

self-electing to share their thoughts should be pos-
sible in any course requesting feedback. It is possible

that the manipulation in terms of quantity and the

consistency in terms of quality may also translate.
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